Policies Must be Approved by the Board of Directors
Procedures Do Not Require Board Approval

All Policies are Denoted by **

INSTITUTIONAL POLICIES
ADMINISTRATION/GOVERNANCE:
**AG-001 Mission and Vision Statement
**AG-002 History, Environment, Description of Community, Summary Services, Leadership Responsibilities
**AG-003 Grant Development and Budget Process
**AG-004 Organizational Chart
**AG-005 Code of Ethics
**AG-006 Adverse Weather Conditions and Unusual Circumstances
**AG-007 Contributions (Page 2 Procedure)
**AG-008 Visitors on Site
**AG-009 Quality Improvement Process (Page 2 Procedure)
**AG-010 Principals of Practice
**AG-011 Patient Satisfaction Survey (Page 2 Procedure)
**AG-012 CNM Patient Satisfaction Survey (Page 2 Procedure)
**AG-013 Migrant Stream Forum-staff attendance (Page 2,3 Procedure)
**AG-014 Unsung Hero Award (Page 2 Procedure)
**AG-015 Patient Registration (Page 2 Procedure)
**AG-016 Welcome Package
**AG-017 MAHEC Perinatology Service (Page 2 Procedure)
**AG-018 Provider Incentive
**AG-019 Medical Staff By-Laws
**AG-020 By-Laws of the Corporation
**AG-021 Federal Torte Claims Insurance
**AG-022 Governing Board Self Evaluation Protocol
**AG-023 Corporate Compliance Policy
**AG-024 Code Conduct
**AG-025 Format for Board of Directors Minutes

INSITIUTIONAL POLICIES
PATIENT RIGHTS and RESPONSIBILITIES
**Adm-PRR-001 Rights and Responsibilities of Clients (Page 4 Procedure)
**Adm-PRR-002 Communication Barriers
**Adm-PRR-003 Complaint Resolution (Pages 2, 3,4 Procedure)
**Adm-PRR-004 Dismissal of Patients from Practice (Page 2 Procedure)
**Adm-PRR-005 Health Care Proxy, Advance Directives
**Adm-PRR-006 Informed Consent (Page 2 Procedure)
**Adm-PRR-007 Dependent Abuse and Neglect (Pages 3, 4,5 Procedure)
**Adm-PRR-008 Crisis Intervention (Pages 2,3,4 Procedure)
INDEX FOR INSTITUTIONAL FINANCE POLICIES

I-FI-001   Access to Care Procedure
I-FI-002   Sliding Fee Scale Procedure
**I-FI-003  Fee Determination (Page 2, 3 Procedure)
**I-FI-004  Capital Asset Management (Page 2, 3 Procedure)
**I-FI-005  Company Credit Cards
**I-FI-006  External Reporting (Page 2 Procedure)
**I-FI-007  Internal Accounting Controls
**I-FI-008  Competitive Bids (Page 2 Procedure)
**I-FI-009  Petty Cash Reimbursements (Page 3 Procedure)
**I-FI-010  Revenue Recognition
**I-FI-011  Encounter Form Usage and Review
**I-FI-012  Donated Goods and Services (Page 2 Procedure)
**I-FI-013  Inventory
**I-FI-014  Compliance
**I-FI-015  Employee Health
**I-FI-016  Preparation of Financial Reports
**I-FI-017  Payment for Services (Page 2,3 Procedure)
**I-FI-018  Travel Policy
**I-FI-019  Employee Expense Reports
**I-FI-020  Audit (Page 2-9 Procedure)

DEPARTMENTAL FINANCE POLICIES

**D-FI-001 General Ledger Maintenance (Page 2 Procedure)
   D-FI-002 Accounts Payable Processing Procedure
**D-FI-003 Purchasing (Pages 2-5 Procedure)
**D-FI-004 Claims Processing (Pages 2,3 Procedure)
**D-FI-005 Statement Processing (Page 2 Procedure)
**D-FI-006 Accounts Receivable (Pages 2—6 Procedure)
**D-FI-007 Adjustment to Fees (Page 2 Procedure)
   D-FI-008 Grant Draw Down Management Procedure
**D-FI-009 Bad Debt Management (Page 2 Procedure)
**D-FI-010 Extended Payment Plans (Page 2 Procedure)
   D-FI-011 Collection Procedure
   D-FI-012 Vendor Maintenance Procedure
**D-FI-013 Fixed Assets (Pages 2,3 Procedure)
**D-FI-014 Federal Cost Principals to Federal Grant Funds (Page 2 Procedure)
**D-FI-015 Pay Type Code Assignment (Page 2 Procedure)
   D-FI-016 Excel Coding worksheet Procedure Example

** Note: Payroll and Benefits are located under Human Resources-D
INSTITUTIONAL POLICIES
HUMAN RESOURCES POLICIES

**I-HR-001 New Employee Probation Period
**I-HR-002 Orientation/Training of New Personnel (Page 2-7 Procedure)
**I-HR-003 Attendance Policy
  I-HR-004 Progressive Disciplinary Action Procedure
**I-HR-005 Accommodations Individuals with Disabilities Policy
**I-HR-006 Adoption and Disclosure of Job Descriptions
**I-HR-007 Employment Classification and Employment Status
**I-HR-008 Bereavement
**I-HR-009 Dress Code
**I-HR-010 Jury Duty and Court Appearances
**I-HR-011 Reduction in Work Force
**I-HR-012 Termination of Employment
**I-HR-013 Salary Administration Program
**I-HR-014 Job Performance Evaluations (Page 4-15 Procedure)
**I-HR-015 Employee Health Care Benefits (Page 2 Procedure)
**I-HR-016 Employee Tuberculosis Testing (Page 2 Procedure)
**I-HR-017 Employee Health and Safety (Page 4,5 Procedure)
**I-HR-018 Staff Rights and Staff Satisfaction Survey
**I-HR-019 Confidentiality (Page 1,2 Procedure)
**I-HR-020 Affirmative Action
**I-HR-021 Response to Subpoena for Personnel Records
**I-HR-022 Medical Staff Scheduling
**I-HR-023 Provider Orientation (Page 1, 2 Procedure)
**I-HR-024 Provider Credentialing (Page 1,2 3 Procedure)
  Credentialing Table
**I-HR-025 Provider Privileging (Page 1-7 Procedure)
**I-HR-026 Continuing Medical Education
**I-HR-027 Recruitment/Retention Policy
**I-HR-028 Index for Provider Handbooks with Appendix
**I-HR-029 Employee Handbook

DEPARTMENTAL
HUMAN RESOURCES PAYROLL

**D-HR- P-001 Holiday Pay
**D-HR- P-002 Paid Time Off (PTO) (Page 2 Procedure)
**D-HR- P-003 Payroll and Benefits Changes (Page 2 Procedure)
**D-HR- P-004 Payroll Statement and Check Distribution
**D-HR- P-005 Cafeteria Benefits
**D-HR- P-006 Payroll Processing (Page 1 Procedure)
CLINICAL CARE

**CC-001 Crash Cart and Emergency Supplies (Page 2-5 Procedure)
CC-002 Diabetes Mellitus Procedure
**CC-003 Immunization Auditing/Tracking (Page 2, 3 Procedure)
CC-004 Patient Assessment Procedure
**CC-005 Medication Storage and Disposal (Page 2-4 Procedure)
**CC-006 Tuberculosis
**CC-007 Nutrition Screening, Assessment and Referral (Page 2, 3 Procedure)
** CC-008 Scope of Practice for Nutritionist/Dietitian
**CC-009 Scope Practice for Advance Practice Practitioners (Page 2, 3 Procedure)
**CC-010 Scope Practice for Certified Nurse Midwives
**CC-011 Provider Call Coverage
**CC-012 Adverse Outcome Review Process (Page 1 Procedure)
**CC-013 HIV Pre and Post Test Counseling (Page 3, 4 Procedure)
**CC-014 3 Hour Glucose Tolerance Test in Pregnancy (Page 1-3 Procedure)
**CC-015 Prescribing Medications (Page 2-5 Procedure)
**CC-016 Ordering of Lab Tests
**CC-017 Recording External Lab Results (Page 1 Procedure)
**CC-018 Triage (page 2—4 Procedure)
**CC-019 Client and Family Health Education (Page 2, 3 Procedure)
**CC-020 Chaperonage (Page 1 Procedure)
**CC-021 Pain Management (Page 2, 3 Procedure)
  CC-022 Pain Management Checklist Procedure

CLIA Waived Lab Manual Attached

Dental Policy and Procedure Guidelines Attached

Clinical Guidelines in Family Practice by Uphold and Graham is the standard used by the Providers
DEPARTMENTAL
NURSING POLICIES

TABLE OF CONTENTS

**NRS-001 Staffing Nursing Personnel
**NRS-002 Reference Guideline for Nursing Procedures (Page 1 Procedure)
**NRS-003 Nursing Protocols and Standing Orders (Page 2,3 Procedure)
**NRS 004 Documentation of Provider Orders/Nursing Actions (Page 2 Procedure)
**NRS-005 Documentation of Oral Provider Orders (Page 2 Procedure)
**NRS-006 Pharmacy Refills (Page 2 Procedure)
**NRS-007 RN Competency Assessment (Page 2-5 Procedure)
   NRS-008 NA Competency Assessment Procedure
   NRS-009 Age Specific Performance Expectations Procedure
   NRS-010 Vital Signs Procedure
**NRS-011 Peripheral Pulse (Page 2 Procedure)
**NRS-012 Apical Pulse (Page 2 Procedure)
**NRS-013 Apical Radial Pulse(Page 2 Procedure)
   NRS-014 Oral Temperature with Electronic Thermometer Procedure
   NRS-015 Rectal Temperature with Electronic Thermometer Procedure
   NRS-016 Axillary Temperature with Electronic Thermometer Procedure
   NRS-017 Blood Pressure with Patient Sitting/Standing Procedure
   NRS-018 Administering Oral Medication Procedure
   NRS-019 Administering Topical Medication Procedure
   NRS-020 Administering Eye Medication Procedure
   NRS-021 Opening a Sterile Package Procedure
   NRS-022 Putting on Sterile Gloves Procedure
   NRS-023 Pouring Sterile Solution Procedure
   NRS-024 Sterile Dressing Change Procedure
   NRS-025 Burn Care Procedure
   NRS-026 Applying Cold Packs Procedure
   NRS-027 Pressure Dressing Procedure
   NRS-028 Applying Ace Bandage Procedure
   NRS-029 Performing Ear Irrigation Procedure
   NRS-030 Draping Female Patient Procedure
   NRS-031 Soaks Procedure
   NRS-032 Routine Urine Specimen Procedure
   NRS-033 Vaccine Policy Procedure
   **NRS-034 Immunization Protocol (Page 2-5 Procedure)
      NRS-035 Testing Stool for Occult Blood Procedure
      NRS-036 Patient Education Self Breast Exam Procedure
      NRS-037 Using Hand Held Resuscitator Procedure
      NRS-038 Adult CPR One Man Procedure
      NRS-039 Adult CPR Two Man Procedure
   **NRS-040 Depo Provera Administration (Page 2-5 Procedure)
      NRS-041 Assistance with Suture for Laceration Procedure
NRS-042 Assistance with Arthrocentesis Procedure
NRS-043 Assistance with Endometrial Biopsy Procedure
NRS-044 Suture/Staple Removal Procedure
NRS-045 Assistance with Cryocautery for Skin Lesions Procedure
NRS-046 Assistance with Mole Removal Procedure
NRS-047 Assistance with Toenail Removal Procedure
**NRS-048 Administration of PPD (Page 2,3 Procedure)
NRS-049 Assistance with Flexible Sigmoidoscopy Procedure
NRS-050 Assistance with Colposcopy Procedure
NRS-051 Performance ECG Procedure
INSTITUTIONAL POLICIES
Continuous Quality Improvement

**CQI-001 Quality Assurance Quality Improvement Program
**CQI-002 Quality Assurance Quality Improvement Plan
**CQI-003 Quality Assurance Committee Activities
**CQI-004 Quality Assurance Organizational Structure
**CQI-005 Quality Assurance Committee
**CQI-006 Quality Assurance Committee Structure and Responsibilities
**CQI-007 Patient Care Parameters
**CQI-008 Safety and Risk Management and Quality Control Parameters
**CQI-009 Infection Control Parameters
**CQI-010 Medical Records Parameters
**CQI-011 Adverse Outcomes Parameters
**CQI-012 Performance Improvement Project Teams
**CQI-013 HEDIS
**CQI-014 Bureau Primary Care Clinical Measures
**CQI-015 Data Collection
**CQI-016 Audit Tool Attachments
    Practitioner Performance Audit
    Chart Compliance Audit
    Lifecycle Medical Records Review
    Quality Council Parameter of Care Audit Summary
    Patient Satisfaction Survey
**CQI-017 Model Health Care Plan
DEPARTMENTAL POLICIES
FRONT DESK POLICIES

FD-001 Hours of Operation and Appointment Guidelines Procedure
FD-002 Procedure for Opening and Closing of Waiting Areas
FD-003 Procedure for Scheduling Patient Appointments
**FD-004 OB Patient Schedule (Page 2 Procedure)
FD-005 Procedure for Printing Daily Schedules, Work-in Schedules
FD-006 Procedure for Appointment Postcards
FD-007 Procedure for Patient Check Out
FD-008 Procedure for DNKA
FD-009 Procedure OB DNKA
FD-010 Procedure for Maintenance of Tickler File
FD-011 Procedure for Pay Type Code Assignment
FD-012 Procedure for Healthy Kids Referral Processing
**FD-013 Open Access Scheduling
DEPARTMENTAL POLICIES
MEDICAL RECORDS

**MR-001 Content of the Medical Record**
MR-002 Procedure for Medical Records Assembly and Chart Order
MR-003 Procedure for Standardization of Medical Record Forms

**MR-004 Informed Consent** (Page 2 Procedure)

**MR-005 Consent and Treatment of Minors** (Page 2 Procedure)
MR-006 Procedure for Signature Sheets

**MR-007 Symbols and Abbreviations Medical Records** (Procedure pages 1-24)
MR-008 Procedure for Entry of Medical Records Data
MR-009 Procedure for Timely Completion of Clinical Record Data
MR-010 Procedure Entries into Medical Record

**MR-011 Security and Access of Medical Records** (Page 1 Procedure)

**MR-012 Prenatal Record Transmittal to Hospital** (Page 1-4 Procedure)
MR-013 Procedure for Release of Medical Records
MR-014 Procedure for Release of "Super Confidential" Information

**MR-015 Retention and Disposal of Medical Records** (Page 2 Procedure)

**MR-016 Confidentiality of Medical Records/Patient Information** (Page 2,3 Procedure)
MR-017 Procedure for Referral Appointments

**MR-018 Referral Appointment Follow Up** (Page 2,3 Procedure)

**MR-019 Fees for Copying Medical Records** (Page 1 Procedure)

**MR-020 Transfer Medical Records** (Page 1 Procedure)
MR-021 Procedure for Faxing Patient Information

**MR-022 Patient Access To Medical Records** (Page 1,2 Procedure)
MR-023 Procedure for Verbal Communications Regarding Patient Care

**MR-024 Subpoenas Court Orders or Attorney Requests** (Procedure Pages 1-3)
INSTITUTIONAL POLICIES
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

*INFORMATION MANAGEMENT POLICIES

**Information Management Policies Listed Collectively

PROCEDURES
IM-001 Information Management Plan Document
IM-002 Computer Room Security
IM-003 Computer Security, Disaster Recovery
IM-004 Computer Security, User Sign On
IM-005 Computer Security, Job Classification Changes
IM-006 Computer Security, Pass Word Changes
IM-007 Computer Security, Remove Computer Access
IM-008 Disaster Recover
IM-009 Network Access
IM-010 Network Security
IM-011 Software Copyright Law
IM-012 Tracking Medicaid through MIS
IM-013 Disposal of Confidential Paperwork
INSTITUTIONAL POLICIES
INFECTION CONTROL POLICIES and PROCEDURES

**IC-001 Infection Control/Surveillance Tracking, Reporting (Pages 2,3 Procedure)
IC-002 Procedure for Exposure Management Control
   Blood and Body Fluid Exposure Management, Intermediate
   Blood and Body Fluid Exposure Management, Follow-Up
   Lice Management
   Scabies Management
   Measles Exposure Management
   Chicken Pox Management
IC-003 Procedure for Monitoring and Measurement Process
IC-004 Procedure for Exposure to Blood and Other Body Substances
**IC-005 Employees with Exposure Risks
   IC-006 Equipment Cleaning Procedure
   IC-007 Procedure for Cleaning Semi-Critical Instruments
   IC-008 Procedure for Eye Wash Surveillance and Monitoring
   IC-009 Procedure for Handling Sharps
   IC-010 Procedure for Infection Control Waiting Areas
   IC-011 Handwashing Procedure
**IC 012 Infectious Waste Policy
**IC-013 Communicable Disease Reporting Policy
   IC-014 Employee Tuberculin Program Procedure
**IC 015 Job Responsibilities for Infectious Diseases Policy

INSTITUTIONAL
RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES

**RM-001 Safety on Home Visits (Page 1 Procedure)
**RM-002 Employee Accident and Injury Reporting (Page 2, 3 Procedure)
**RM-003 Safe Medical Devices Act (Page 2, 3 Procedure)
**RM-004 Occurrence Reports (Page 1 Procedure)
**RM-005 Sentinel Events
   RM-006 Radiation Guidelines for Dental Facilities Procedures
   RM-007 Radiation Guidelines for Medicine, Podiatry/Chiropractic (Proce)
   RM-008 Use of Restraints (Page 1 Procedure)
   RM-009 Risk Management Policy
   RM-010 Root Cause Analysis Form

Policies March 2009
Disclaimer about this document http://bphc.hrsa.gov/technicalassistance/resourcemcenter/disclaimers.html
ENVIRONMENT OF CARE
(Health and Safety)

TABLE OF CONTENTS

**EC 001 Safety Management Plan
**EC 002 Security Management Plan
**EC 003 Emergency Preparedness Plan
**EC 004 Hazardous Materials Management Plan
**EC 005 Utility Systems Management Plan
**EC 006 Medical Equipment Management Plan
**EC 007 OSHA 200 Reporting
**EC 008 Vehicle Safety
**EC 009 Workplace Violence Prevention (Pages 2, 3 Procedure)
  EC 010 Work Order Request Form Procedure
**EC 011 Conducting Fire Drills at Main Site (Page 2, 3 Procedure)
**EC 012 Conducting Fire Drills at CHSI Satellite Sites (Page 1 Procedure)
**EC 013 Reporting Safety Hazards (Pages 1-4 Procedure)
**EC 014 Testing of Emergency Lights and Fire Extinguishers (Page 1 Procedure)
**EC 015 Life Safety (Pages 1-4 Procedure)
**EC 016 Cleanup: Hazardous Material Spills (non-biohazards) (Page 1 Procedure)
**EC 017 Controlling Access to CHSI Facilities (Pages 1, 2 Procedure)
**EC 018 Accommodation of Persons with Special Needs (Page 1 Procedure)
**EC 019 Managing a Bomb Threat (Page 1 Procedure)
  EC 020 Bomb Threat Questionnaire
**EC 021 Incident Reporting (Pages 1-4 Procedure)
**EC 022 Management of Emergencies at Main Site
**EC 023 Management of Emergencies at Satellite CHS Sites (Page 1 Procedure)
**EC 024 Management of CHS Operations during a Hurricane/Tornado
**EC 025 Management of Material Safety Data Sheets (Page 1 Procedure)
**EC 026 Management of Disruptive Patients or Visitors (Page 1, 2 Procedure)
**EC 027 JCAHO Periodic Testing and Documentation Requirements

Attachments:
CLIA Waived Lab Manual
Dental Policy Manual

All pronouns and variations thereof shall refer to the masculine, feminine, or neuter; singular or plural as the identity of the person or persons or entity may required